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Engaging Readers

Circulation

The mandate of the circulation team is to

capture the loyalty of each and every reader.

Working with a network of distribution

agents and retail outlets, this team delivers

the latest news to Hong Kong and the world

in a daily ritual that has been at the heart of

the SCMP business for over a century.

Without this ability to reach readers on the

streets, at home, in the office and at hotels,

advertisers would not reach their target

audience.

SCMP Circulation Gains

2004 2005

100,004 101,782 103,964 104,552
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Over the years, the SCMP has excelled in distributing its
brand of content to readers in Hong Kong as well as on the
mainland. Recently, the fight to maintain circulation levels
reached a feverish pitch due to factors ranging from new
media platform to the emergence of free distribution
newspapers.

Online news providers have attracted readers from
traditional print media with aggregated content delivered on
demand to a generation with changing reading habits. The
SCMP has countered this trend with a website that bundles
print with online subscriptions.

Free Chinese language newspapers have entered Hong
Kong riding on the popularity of a worldwide trend. To win
back readers, some Chinese paid circulation dailies have

introduced aggressive promotions with give away premiums
that cost more than their paper. Though the free paper
phenomenon did not extend to English newspapers, some
competitors have used free copies in select areas to build
circulation.

Amid this competition, the SCMP grew weekday circulation
by 4% in first half 2005 and 3% in second half 2005.
Audited figures show circulation at 104,552. No price cuts
were made to the cover price. Despite a slight decline in
retail sales, the circulation team delivered growth on other
fronts, particularly in direct subscriptions, which grew due to
marketing initiatives and reader benefit programs. This
overall success is due to the uniqueness of the SCMP brand
of information and the loyalty of an affluent customer base.

Circulation

Affluent Young in years

Multi ethnic Highly educated

Sources: 1) SCMP Readership Survey 2005  2) AC Nielsen Media Report 2005  3) Synovate PAX Q2 2004 to Q4 2005 Report

Other 2%

Caucasian 39% Chinese 46%

Asian 13%

Other
12%

University or
College
48%Postgraduate

40%
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Outlook

The outlook for circulation for the South China Morning
Post in 2006 is stable. The SCMP aims to maintain audited
circulation figures and expand its market share modestly
through a variety of key distribution channels.

Over the course of the coming year, efforts will be made to
find more cost effective ways to reach mainland readers and
any opportunity to increase circulation will be fully explored.
In addition, the revamp of the website is expected to
support the campaign to increase circulation. More and
more readers will be able to benefit from the convenience of
the enhanced online-print subscription package and gain
from a greater level of customer service.

Circulation

More high-fliers

Job/Position

Influentials

40% of readers are PMEs

35% hold influential positions

Readership
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